E X P E RIE N CES

W E LLNE SS E XPE RT TR E ATMENT S

Opulent Seclusion
90 minutes £225
Experience Akasha’s luxury suite for one. Begin in its own marble

WE De-Stress
60 minutes £170
Designed with deeply releasing massage techniques that focus on

followed by a 60 minute Ultimate Aromatherapy Associates massage
or Aromatherapy Associates facial.

an overactive mind and relieve physical aches according to the blend
you choose: De-Stress Mind or De-Stress Muscle. Your therapist
will guide you in maintaining a stress-free mind-set as you return to
everyday life.

Reiki
60 minutes £165
Reiki is the perfect healing tool to calm the most stressed and
fatigued minds. Guests will learn to control their emotions and
manage the constant changes in their lives that lead to stress.
profound feeling of release and wellbeing. This is a gentle treatment
recommended for those feeling fragile or any life event that has made
you feel out of balance.

60 minutes £165
encourage the process of self-healing.

WE Revive
60 minutes £170
Feel your physical and emotional energy returning with this revitalising

mindfully building your day to day vitality.
60 minutes £170
Choose this treatment using the Inner Strength blend for when you
need to rebuild the healing and rebalancing powers of your body
physically soothed and emotionally more resilient. Your therapist will
help you become mindful of your ability to access your own inner
strength whenever you wish.

FAC IAL T R EATME NT

60 minutes or 90 minutes £165 / £215
A bespoke facial designed to suit your individual skin needs. A

VALM O N T
Since 1985, Valmont’s mission has been to offer amazingly effective high performing anti-aging treatments and products. Also known
as “the Magician of Time”, Valmont has stepped into the Swiss cellular cosmetic tradition for more than 30 years, helping achieve in skincare,
immediate long-term results of un-equalled quality. The skincare products are sourced from the natural environment of Switzerland,
preserved and pure, combining subtle alpine ingredients to innovative scientific expertise, to achieve optimum quality.

VAL MO NT FAC IA L EXPERIENC ES
Valmont Energy Facial – Vitality of the Glaciers
60 minutes or 90 minutes £210 / £250
A facial treatment that focuses on combating the impact of
stress, pollution and the high demands of modern life. Dull,
lacklustre and congested complexions will benefit from this
cellular renewal facial treatment. Delivering essential nutrients to
the deeper layers of the skin, this oxygenation and detoxifying
treatment helps improve circulation through Valmont’s signature
massage. The result driven regenerating collagen mask helps
smooth, plump and reduce wrinkles and fine lines leaving the
skin looking fresh with a youthful glow.
Valmont Anti – Wrinkle and Firmness Facial –
Summit Of the Cervin
90 minutes £250
Combining five unique but high-tech ingredients, this treatment
specifically works to reduce fine and deeper lines, combat tired
looking skin, and lift the facial skin thanks to a firming and sculpting
massage. The treatments ends with the renowned Valmont’s
collagen mask to deeply nourishing and regenerate the skin,
leaving you with an instant glow. The perfect treatment before a
night out.

Valmont Hydration Facial – Source Des Bisses
60 minutes or 90 minutes £170 / £250
This is the perfect treatment for someone that is concerned with
dehydration and fine lines. After a gentle exfoliation, this deeply
moisturising facial helps to quench the skin’s thirst, replenishing
what is lost on a daily basis. A rehydrating algae mask re-plumps,
energises and smooths the skin whilst the hyaluronic acid helps
the skin cells retain water leaving the skin nourished and hydrated

BODY TRE ATMEN TS

60 minutes or 90 minutes£165 / £210
will perform from a light to medium pressure to releases body & mind
tension leaving you feeling deeply relaxed and recharged.

60 minutes or 90 minutes £170 / £215
stones to release and soothe muscular tension and pain. The warmth
of the stones promotes deep relaxation which leaves you feeling

90 minutes £215
acupressure and herbal compresses to enhance the therapeutic
the mind and stimulate circulation.

60 minutes or 90 minutes £190 / £225
This massage technique is mainly used to treat musculoskeletal
of your muscles and connective tissues.

60 minutes or 90 minutes £165 / £210
be used during pregnancy to nourish and care for your skin. Using
the traditional aromatherapy pressure point massage for the upper
back and tight shoulders to relieve stress and tension. The legs are
massaged to ease the heavy feeling that can come with pregnancy
followed by a full scalp massage.

30 minutes £85
This add-on treatment is an exceptional skin softening body
exfoliation uses a combination of mineral salts and essential oils to
hydrated. Perfect for good preparation for a personalised massage.

This is a full body sculpting treatment recommended for slimming
invigorating massage techniques helps the body become toned and
slender by breaking up stubborn cellulite. Circulation is stimulated and
lymphatic drainage is encouraged. For optimum results a course of 8
is recommended.

90 minutes £210
followed by an exfoliation and a soothing back massage to ease away
stress and tension.
will receive a therapeutic massage leaving you in a deep state of
Gel and stretches to recharge and re-energised your body.

BODY TRE ATMEN TS

Relax and Balance Ayurveda
90 minutes £215
A Traditional Indian treatment using warm oil and long gentle
flowing massage movements to promote deep relaxation. This is
then followed by a soothing head massage and concludes with
the pouring of warm oil onto the ‘third eye’ (your intuition) to
rebalance, calm and re-focus the mind.

The Ultimate Detox Reviver
90 minutes £215
This invigorating treatment is specifically designed for those looking
for an intensive body detox. This is the perfect therapy for when
you are dieting, feeling sluggish and lacking energy. The original
Revive Morning blend of refreshing grapefruit, stimulating rosemary
and diuretic juniper leaves you feeling truly revitalised and your skin
will appear bright, smooth and silky. The ultimate trilogy of body
brushing, exfoliation and mud mask stimulates the lymphatic
system and removes dead skins cells whilst re-mineralising the
skin, resulting in a deeply recharged mind and re-energised body.

Intensive Rose Body Hydrator
60 minutes £170
Precious essential oil of damask rose works on renewing the skin
whilst the aroma has an expansive quality that soothes and calms
the emotions and nurtures the heart. The treatment begins with a
gentle exfoliation followed by an intensive hydrating and
regenerating blend of rose, evening primrose and shea butter gel,
oil and cream to the body. Whilst you are cocooned an Ayurvedic
scalp massage with frankincense inhalation works simultaneously
on your physical, mental and emotional needs. This treatment
leaves your skin radiant, soft and smooth and your spirits bright
and upliftwd.

